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(57) A method for assisting a person in assessing a
dynamic environment comprises steps of obtaining infor-
mation on states of at least two entities in a common
environment, predicting a future behavior of each of the
entities on the basis of the obtained information, estimat-
ing a time to event for at least one predetermined type
of event involving the at least two entities and/or a posi-
tion of occurrence of the event relative to the person or
relative to a predetermined entity associated with the per-
son, determining at least one measure of uncertainty for
at least one of the estimated time to event and/or the
estimated position of occurrence, and of generating a
control signal for driving an actuator device. The control
signal causes the actuator device to output a stimulus
signal perceivable by the assisted person. The control
signal encodes a relative direction of the predicted event
with respect to the person or the predetermined entity
and/or the time to event and further encodes the at least
one determined measure of uncertainty. The stimulus
signal is indicative of the relative direction and/or indic-
ative of the time to event, and at least one parameter of
the stimulus signal encodes the at least on measure of
uncertainty.
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Description

[0001] The invention regards a method and a system
for assisting a person in acting in a dynamic environment.
[0002] Acting in a dynamic environment is the more
demanding the more entities are involved in the dynamic
environment. A typical example is road traffic. Traffic vol-
ume is increasing in many regions of the world. A driver
operating a vehicle has to cope with an increasing
amount of information in order to arrive at adequate de-
cisions on how to drive the vehicle. The number of as-
sistance systems that are available on the market is in-
creasing. These systems are designed to assist the driver
in coping with his driving task. One important aspect is
that any information provided by a system that is capable
of perceiving the environment of a person or a vehicle
does not need to be perceived by the vehicle driver. The
same applies to other persons acting in a dynamic envi-
ronment other than the traffic environment. Thus, the per-
son assisted by a suitable assistance system can con-
centrate on other aspects of a scenario. Assistance sys-
tems may perform filtering of information with respect to
its importance in many cases and assist the person in
operating in the environment by reducing the person’s
workload.
[0003] A traffic scenario is one example in which it is
desirable to assist a person in perceiving relevant, im-
portant, or even all aspects in his environment and in
filtering information. Such assistance systems are also
suitable for a person navigating a boat or a ship or any
other person that has to act in a dynamic environment.
EP 3 413 288 A1 discloses a basic concept for a human
machine interface that communicates an approximate di-
rection to a predicted event in a dynamic environment to
the person using the assistance system. The direction to
the predicted event, for example, a collision with another
object, is communicated in combination with a measure
of urgency associated with the predicted event in a com-
bined signal.
[0004] Driver assistance systems analyze a scene that
is sensed by physical sensors and assist a vehicle driver
by presenting warnings, making suggestions on how to
behave in the current traffic situation, or by controlling
the vehicle operation in a semi-autonomous or even au-
tonomous manner. These driver assistance systems of-
ten have the disadvantage that they require the vehicle
driver to actively shift his or her attention in order to suc-
cessfully acquire information on the current environment.
Thus, the driver’s concentration on other aspects of the
traffic scenario is distracted, which may in turn result in
a reduction of safety. It would be advantageous if there
was a way to provide information to a driver or any other
person that extends the person’s receptive field without
necessarily requiring an active shift in attentional re-
sources otherwise employed for the driving task. Thus,
information would be available that the person could oth-
erwise not use for deciding on how to act. Such human
sensory enhancement for dynamic situations is particu-

larly advantageous in situations where entities move rel-
ative to one another.
[0005] However, the capabilities of the driver assist-
ance system may change during execution of the task.
For example, changing weather conditions could change
the reliability of the sensors providing information on the
current traffic scenario. As the information from the sen-
sors is the basis of the driver assistance system’s pre-
diction, a decrease of sensor reliability will adversely af-
fect the overall driver assistance system reliability. An-
other source of uncertainty arises from the difficulty of
predicting a near future. A false understanding of the
competences and the limitations of an assistance system
may lead to a wrong use of the assistance system or
even general refusal of automation provided by the as-
sistance system.
[0006] A known negative effect is complacency. The
driver may fully rely on the driver assistance system and
insufficiently monitor the environment because of exces-
sive trust into the automated feature by the person using
the assistance system.
[0007] Another effect is automation bias, which is a
tendency to favor a suggestion provided by the assist-
ance system, although other information might indicate
that it would be better to overrule this suggestion.
[0008] The object of the present invention is to improve
assistance of a person in judging a situation in a dynamic
environment and reacting appropriately.
[0009] The assistance method and the assistance sys-
tem according to the independent claims solve this prob-
lem.
[0010] The dependent claims define further advanta-
geous embodiments and aspects.
[0011] The method for assisting a person in assessing
a dynamic environment comprises a step of obtaining
information on states of at least two entities in a common
environment. In a subsequent step, the method predicts
a future behavior of each of the entities on the basis of
the obtained information. The method further estimates
a time to event for at least one predetermined type of
event involving the at least two entities and/or a position
of occurrence of the event relative to the person or rela-
tive to a predetermined entity associated with the person.
The method includes a step of determining at least one
measure of uncertainty at least for the estimated time to
event or the estimated position or direction of occurrence.
A control signal for driving an actuator device is gener-
ated, the control signal causing the actuator device to
output a stimulus signal. The stimulus signal is perceiv-
able by the person. The generated control signal encodes
a relative direction of the predicted event with respect to
the person or the predetermined entity and/or the time
to event and further the at least one determined respec-
tive measure of uncertainty. The stimulus signal output
by the actuator device is indicative of the relative direction
and/or indicative of the time to event, and at least one
parameter of the stimulus signal encodes the at least one
measure of uncertainty included in the control signal.
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[0012] In a case of estimating only a time to event for
at least one predetermined type of event involving the at
least two entities, the step of determining at least one
measure of uncertainty includes determining the meas-
ure of uncertainty for the estimated time to event.
[0013] In a case of estimating only a position of event
for at least one predetermined type of event involving the
at least two entities, the step of determining at least one
measure of uncertainty includes determining the meas-
ure of uncertainty for the estimated position of event.
[0014] The control signal includes the at least one de-
termined measure of uncertainty for the estimated time
to event in case that only the time to event is estimated.
The control signal includes the at least one determined
measure of uncertainty for the estimated position of oc-
currence in case that only the position of occurrence is
estimated. The control signal may include both the at
least one determined measure of uncertainty for the es-
timated time to event and the at least one determined
measure of uncertainty for the estimated position of oc-
currence in case both the estimated time to event and
the position of occurrence are estimated.
[0015] The measure of uncertainty may comprise an
uncertainty of a predicted value for the respective param-
eter time to event or position of occurrence. It is to be
noted, that the measure of uncertainty may define a prob-
ability that the event is predicted to occur if no intervening
action by the assisted person. In this context, the meas-
ure of uncertainty may include a range of directions or a
timespan. The range of directions defines a range in
which the event is predicted to occur with a predefined
certainty/probability. The timespan defines a time period
in which the estimated time to event is located with a
predefined certainty/probability.
[0016] Continuous communication of measures of un-
certainty by the assistance system adjusts trust of the
assisted person towards appropriate levels. The capa-
bility to fulfill the task in the dynamic environment in a
cooperative manner by the driver assistance system and
the human driver improves. The invention extends a hu-
man machine interface of an assistance system by ad-
ditionally communicating relevant information about pre-
dicted events together with a relevant machine uncer-
tainty. In particular, including uncertainty information in
a stimulus signal communicated to the assisted person
helps the person to make appropriate use of the infor-
mation related to the currently experienced scenario. The
person who is assisted in planning and executing actions
may take full advantage of the capabilities of the assist-
ance system while overreliance is avoided by informing
the assisted person on limitations of the prediction. The
inventive method is particularly advantageous since it
uses stimulus signals for communicating information that
are understandable in an intuitive manner. A preferred
stimulus signal is a tactile signal, which does not occupy
modalities like vision or hearing abilities already occupied
for addressing the assisted person’s task in the environ-
ment. In another example, vision or audio might be oc-

cupied by performing secondary tasks such as watching
a movie or engaging in a conversation, while simultane-
ously addressing the task in the dynamic environment.
[0017] The inventive approach is also advantageous
as it combines directly signaling urgency information,
such as information on a time to event, with information
on a related uncertainty measure. This particular feature
goes far beyond providing a separate measure of assist-
ance system reliability to the assisted person. The inven-
tive method extends the concept for the human machine
interface as described in EP 3 413 288 Alwhich commu-
nicates the approximate direction to a predicted event in
the dynamic environment together with a measure of ur-
gency associated with the respective approximate direc-
tion.
[0018] The inventive method extends the human ma-
chine interface by including information on a measure of
uncertainty related to the direction of the event and/or
time to event (TTE) in the stimulus signal. A saliency of
the communicated stimulus signal is, for example, a func-
tion of the time to event. Simultaneously, the stimulus
signal generated by the inventive method also provides
information on at least one of an uncertainty of the com-
municated direction or the communicated TTE of the at
least one event. The time to event defines the time start-
ing from the current point in time until a specific event
would occur if the assisted person undertakes no action.
[0019] The specific event may be determined as one
event from a plurality of potential events, whose proba-
bility of occurrence exceeds a predefined threshold.
[0020] In the preferred embodiment, such an event will
be a collision between two entities in a traffic scenario.
Other events, the occurrence of which can be predicted,
may also be thought of. The assisted person is enabled
to assess a current quality level or reliability level of the
assistance offered by the assistance system, and can
arrive at this judgment without having to burden other
communication channels such as monitoring visual or
audible indicated quality indicators.
[0021] The method for assisting a person according to
an advantageous embodiment comprises a step of de-
termining the measure of uncertainty on the basis of an
uncertainty in obtaining the information on the states of
the at least two entities. The uncertainty may arise from
acquiring the information about the states of the at least
two entities. This may include an uncertainty of the initial
sensing or in any further processing of the respective
sensor output. According to a particularly preferred em-
bodiment, the measure of uncertainty in obtaining the
information regards at least one of sensor resolution,
sensor noise, sensor failure, and sensor ambiguity. In
particular, the effect of uncertainties of acquiring sensor
data, for example, radar or image sensor data under ad-
verse weather conditions, are communicated to the as-
sisted person in combination with information derived
from the acquired sensor data.
[0022] According to another embodiment, the method
for assisting a person comprises determining the meas-
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ure of uncertainty on the basis of an uncertainty in models
used for predicting the future behavior. Thus, it is not only
possible to take account of ambiguities of input values
generated by the sensors but also an uncertainty gener-
ated by a model that leads to an uncertain outcome.
[0023] Uncertainties resulting from models used for
describing the environment or future behavior of entities
acting in the dynamic environment are not only taken into
regard but are also communicated to the assisted person.
The reliability of the information output by the assistance
system can readily be assessed by the assisted person.
[0024] According to a further advantageous embodi-
ment, the method comprises adapting the determined
uncertainty taking into regard the predicted behavior
and/or an awareness level of the user who acts in the
actual dynamic environment. The method may in partic-
ular increase or decrease the determined uncertainty for
generating an adapted measure of uncertainty. The con-
trol signal is then generated based on the adapted meas-
ure of uncertainty.
[0025] By adapting the determined measure of uncer-
tainty, a more general increase of the assisted person’s
trust in the assistance system and the information output
by the assistance system can be achieved. For example,
when determining that the general scenario in the dy-
namic environment requires more attention than the as-
sisted person currently spends, or that a specific person
is to be assisted that has a tendency to rely on the as-
sistance system to an inappropriate extent, the measure
of uncertainty may be increased in order to increase the
general awareness of the assisted person towards the
current scenario in the dynamic environment. Determi-
nation of the awareness level may be performed on the
basis of one or a plurality of sensors mounted on a vehicle
and capable of observing the actions and behavior of a
person.
[0026] The measure of uncertainty may define a spatial
uncertainty, in particular a directional uncertainty. This
enables the assisted person to intuitively grasp if he has
to focus his attention to a specific direction or to monitor
a wider region in order to take account of the predicted
event. The probability increases that the assisted per-
son’s response and degree of attention will be more ad-
equate to the predicted event.
[0027] The actuator device may output the stimulus
signal signaling a plurality of relative directions simulta-
neously. Additionally or alternatively, the actuator device
outputs the stimulus signal for a plurality of relative di-
rections in a time sequential manner. The plurality of rel-
ative directions includes the relative direction of the pre-
dicted event and neighboring directions. Thus, in addition
to the direction in which the event is predicted to occur,
which is the direction with the highest probability for the
event, other directions for which a lower probability is
calculated may also be signaled to the assisted person.
[0028] Communicating (signaling) the determined
measure of uncertainty for the direction and/or for the
time to event using plural relative directions simultane-

ously or time sequentially enables generation of stimulus
signals that use, for example, an intensity parameter of
the stimulus signal for communicating a time to event
and thereby a perceived urgency, while simultaneously
and in the same stimulus signal, the uncertainty of the
direction and/or the time to event is communicated using
another parameter of the stimulus signal. The entire in-
formation is conveyed using a single type of stimulation
perceivable by the assisted person, preferably a tactile
stimulation by the actuator device, and the assisted per-
son easily combines this information on direction, time
to event, and assigned measure uncertainty.
[0029] Preferably, the actuator device according to an
embodiment outputs the stimulus signal for the plurality
of relative directions and modulates a parameter of the
stimulus signal for each of the plurality of relative direc-
tions on the basis of a probability for the predicted event
to occur in the respective relative direction.
[0030] The measure of uncertainty may define a tem-
poral uncertainty applying to the estimated the time to
event.
[0031] In a further embodiment of the method, the ac-
tuator device outputs the stimulus signal with a stimulus
signal frequency being modulated according to the time
to event. The stimulus signal frequency may in particular
be a vibration frequency. The stimulus intensity is mod-
ulated according to a probability that the predicted event
occurs at each particular time to event.
[0032] The stimulus signal may be pulse width modu-
lated for indicating the determined measure of uncertain-
ty. Alternatively, the stimulus signal may be amplitude
modulated.
[0033] The stimulus signal may cause a perceivable
stimulation at a dedicated location of the assisted per-
son’s body to encode the relative direction and, addition-
ally, one or more further parameters of the stimulus signal
encode the time to event and the measure of uncertainty.
[0034] Different parameters of the same stimulus sig-
nal enable to provide different but, nevertheless, related
information important for assessing the predicted event
by the assisted person.
[0035] The stimulus signal may be at least one of an
auditory stimulus signal consisting of sound generated
at or appearing to originate from a location representative
for the relative direction, a visual stimulus signal consist-
ing of a visual stimulus generated at or appearing to orig-
inate from a location representative for the relative direc-
tion, an electromagnetic stimulus signal interacting with
the person’s nervous system or body parts, the electro-
magnetic stimulus signal being applied to the person
such that it stimulates at a location of the body represent-
ative for the relative direction, a chemical stimulus signal
which is applied to the person such that it stimulates at
a location of the body representative for the relative di-
rection, a heat stimulus signal which is applied to the
person at a dedicated location of the person’s body to
encode the relative direction to the predicted event, and
a mechanical stimulus signal that is applied to the person
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such that it stimulates at a location of the body represent-
ative for the relative direction. The mechanical stimulus
signal may, for example, comprise a touch, pressure,
and/or vibration performed by a vibro-tactile actuator to
the body of the assisted person.
[0036] The system for assisting a person in assessing
a dynamic environment according to a second aspect of
the invention comprises a unit for obtaining information
on states of at least two entities in a common environment
(state information obtaining unit). A processor of the sys-
tem predicts a future behavior of each of the entities on
the basis of the obtained information. The processor also
estimates a time to event for at least one predetermined
type of event involving the at least two entities and a
position of occurrence of the event relative to the person.
The processor is further configured to determine at least
one measure of uncertainty for at least one of the esti-
mated time to event and the estimated position of occur-
rence. The estimated position of occurrence may, for ex-
ample define the position of origin for or a current location
of a presumed cause of the predicted event. The system
comprises a signal generator for generating a control sig-
nal. The control signal is configured to drive an actuator
device, wherein the control signal causes the actuator
device to output a stimulus signal perceivable by the per-
son by its perceptual capabilities. The generated control
signal encodes a relative direction of the predicted event
with respect to the person or the predetermined entity
and/or the time to event and further the at least one de-
termined measure of uncertainty. The stimulus signal
output by the actuator device is indicative of the relative
direction and indicative of the time to event, and at least
one parameter of the stimulus signal encodes the at least
on measure of uncertainty.
[0037] The system for assisting a person according to
a particular embodiment comprises the actuator device.
The actuator device comprises a plurality of actuator el-
ements of at least one of the following types: vibro-tactile
actuator, pressure-applying actuator, loudspeaker, light
emitter, electrode, induction coil, chemical emitter/agent,
and heating element. The plurality of actuator elements
may be arranged as an actuator array.
[0038] The description discusses advantageous em-
bodiments with reference to the figures, in which

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram illustrating major com-
ponents of the assistance system for carrying
out the method steps of the present invention,

Fig. 2 a simplified flowchart illustrating the main steps
of the assistance method,

Fig. 3 a schematic overview of a particular actuator
device according to an embodiment,

Fig. 4 an example describing a stimulus signal in a
traffic environment

Fig. 5 an embodiment describing a stimulus signal in
a traffic environment including a measure of un-
certainty,

Fig. 6 different options for encoding a measure of un-
certainty in a stimulus signal in a traffic environ-
ment,

Fig. 7 a first example for applying an assistance sys-
tem in a traffic scenario,

Fig. 8 a second example for applying the assistance
system in a traffic scenario, and

Fig. 9 a further example for using an assistance sys-
tem according to an embodiment of the inven-
tion in a traffic scenario.

[0039] Same reference signs in the figures denote
same or corresponding elements. The description omits
a repetitive discussion of elements denoted with same
reference signs in different figures for sake of concise-
ness. The features discussed with respect to different
embodiments may advantageously be combined in fur-
ther embodiments of the invention.
[0040] Fig. 1 shows a block diagram illustrating major
components of the system 1 for carrying out the method
steps of the present invention. The method, in particular
the process of signal generation, is discussed in more
detail with reference to fig. 2.
[0041] The system 1, which preferably is a driver as-
sistance system, in particular the information obtaining
unit 3, acquires information on a dynamic environment
from at least one sensor 2. The at least one sensor 2
physically and repeatedly senses entities in a dynamic
scenario, in which these entities may move relative to
one another. The information obtaining unit 3 may ac-
quire information from a variety of different types of sen-
sors or resources.
[0042] This variety of sensor types and resources may
provide data from radar sensors, cameras and/or laser
scanners as examples for the sensor 2. Other sensors
that provide information on states of the entities involved
in a traffic scene may also be used. The acquired data
is filtered for features that identify relevant entities in the
environment. The filtered data is used to infer positions
(locations) and distances.
[0043] As the data are provided with time stamps, the
filtered data also may reveal information on velocities
and/or accelerations of the entities in the environment.
Integrating distances and positions of the entities over
multiple samples may be used to infer current relative
velocities between the entities.
[0044] The dynamic environment may be a traffic en-
vironment, in particular a road traffic environment. In this
case, the assisted person may be a driver of a vehicle.
The predetermined entity associated with the assisted
person is then an ego-vehicle.
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[0045] Based on information on states of at least two
entities, information including velocity, acceleration, and
geometry of the respective entity, as well as topographic
information such as information on road curvature and
road inclination obtained from map data or determined
on the basis of online measurements, predictions about
a future behavior can be calculated for each of the enti-
ties. An event, like a collision of the two entities, which
will usually be the ego-vehicle and one further traffic par-
ticipant, can then be calculated on the basis of the pre-
dicted future behavior of the ego-vehicle and the at least
one other entity in the environment.
[0046] Sensing the environment is the basis for deter-
mining relative positions and velocities of the entities.
"Relative" in the context of the present invention means
relative to the person who is assisted by the system 1.
[0047] The term "relative" may also mean relative to
the entity the person is associated with, for example, a
vehicle that is controlled by the person. Using the vehicle
controlled by the person and its boundaries as reference
enables the person to learn and understand environmen-
tal properties relative to the vehicle the person is in control
of.
[0048] From the sensed values, information on states
of the entities, in particular information on their heading
(direction) and their velocity, is determined. Determining
this information on the environment is performed for eve-
ry iteration of the method. The determined information is
stored in a memory 10 and provides the basis for behavior
prediction. Particularly, behavior prediction may include
a trajectory estimation for each of the involved entities.
For each iteration, individual trajectories and relative ve-
locities between the involved entities are estimated in a
processor 4 of the assistance system 1. The estimated
values provide a basis for inferences or prediction of pos-
sible future events that involve the entity or entities of
interest and other relevant entities in the environment.
[0049] Additional information that may be available
and relevant for a scenario may be incorporated when
generating the estimates. The processor 4 performs a
time to event (TTE) estimation.
[0050] Algorithms for predicting a future behavior, for
example, estimating future trajectories of the entities (in-
cluding the ego-vehicle) are known in the art. For the
prediction procedure, probability distributions over differ-
ent TTEs could be generated for each direction in which
potentially relevant events are identified.
[0051] A specific type of event involving at least two
entities is a collision between entities. The time from a
current time to a predicted collision between the two en-
tities is a time to collision (TTC). The discussion of an
embodiment of the invention uses the collision between
two entities, in particular, the ego-vehicle and one other
vehicle in a road traffic environment, and the correspond-
ing TTC. The inventive method and system 1 are also
applicable for other environments than road traffic, other
entities than vehicles, and other types of events than col-
lisions. The following explanations are made for a colli-

sion as a typical example for an event.
[0052] Decisions about which contact estimations
should be used as the basis for directional TTC-encoding
signals to be generated are made by the processor 4.
Such decisions may be based on availability of predic-
tions in a given direction, context-dependent criteria such
as a proximity of the event to the assisted person, and
relevance of the respective entity and the certainty of the
prediction. Directional TTC estimates are encoded in sig-
nals, based on which the assisted person is stimulated
via an actuator device 6.
[0053] The actuator device 6 is an interface, e.g., a
tactile interface between the assistance system 1 and
the assisted person. A control signal 8 is generated by a
user interface control circuit 5 connected to the processor
4. The user interface control circuit 5 is adapted to drive
the actuator device 6 by outputting the control signal 8
to the actuator device 6. The control signal generation
encodes a direction of a predicted collision (or event, to
be more general) and the corresponding estimated TTC
such that one or a plurality of actuator elements 6.i com-
monly forming the actuator device 6 are driven to stimu-
late the assisted person at a location of its body indicative
of the direction where the event is predicted to occur and
with a perceived saliency indicative of the TTC.
[0054] Alternatively, stimulating the assisted person at
the location of its body may be indicative of the direction
towards a momentary (actual) location of the object,
which is associated with the predicted event. For exam-
ple, the location of its body may be indicative of the di-
rection towards the momentary location of the object the
vehicle controlled by the assisted person is predicted to
collide with.
[0055] A straightforward approach would be to pick the
most probable TTC. However, this criterion might for in-
stance be of little value in cases of high entropy or multiple
peaks of similar height. Furthermore, a short TTC corre-
sponding to a high proximity of the entities involved in
the predicted collision is in many scenarios more impor-
tant than a long TTC corresponding to a low proximity of
the entities in the predicted collision and could thus be
given priority once it reaches a certain probability.
[0056] Furthermore, a relative impact of false positive
and false negative signals on a driving performance of
the person assisted by the inventive system 1 may pref-
erably be considered in the specification of selection cri-
teria.
[0057] The system 1 provides the assisted person with
information on how long, starting from a current time, it
might take until a predicted event, such as a collision
involving an entity of interest (e.g., ego-vehicle) and at
least one other entity in the environment, occurs and in
which direction relative to the ego-vehicle this event is
predicted to occur.
[0058] The use of this information may have positive
effects on the assisted person’s situation assessment in
dynamic scenarios. This makes it particularly valuable in
mobile scenarios such as riding a bike or motorcycle or
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driving a vehicle in a road traffic environment. Further
application areas of the assistance system include nav-
igating a boat, ship, or aircraft but also skiing and snow-
boarding.
[0059] Fig. 2 depicts a simplified flowchart illustrating
the main steps of the assistance method.
[0060] The method starts with obtaining information on
states of at least two entities in a common environment
(S1). The common environment is typically a dynamic
environment, for example, a road traffic environment. In
case of a road traffic environment, the at least two entities
may involve an ego-vehicle that is driven by the assisted
person. This ego-vehicle mounts one or more sensors 2
for generating data representing information on the dy-
namic environment. The acquired data form a basis for
the information obtained by the acquisition unit 3. The at
least one other entity may be another vehicle, other traffic
participant, or other object in the traffic environment, even
a stationary object such as traffic lights.
[0061] In step S2, the assistance system 1 predicts a
future behavior of each of the entities on the basis of the
obtained information. In case of an assistance method
for assisting a person in a road traffic environment, the
assistance system1 may form part of an advanced driver
assistance system. The future behaviors of the at least
two entities includes, for example, predicted trajectories
for the at least two entities. The future behaviors describe
the most likely future evolvement of a current traffic sce-
nario that is described in the obtained information on the
environment.
[0062] In subsequent step S3, the processor 4 of the
assistance system 1 calculates a time to event for at least
one predetermined type of event involving the at least
two entities. The processor 4 further calculates a location
of occurrence of the predicted event relative to the as-
sisted person or relative to a predetermined entity asso-
ciated with the person (e.g., the ego-vehicle). The pre-
determined type of event may preferably be, but is not
limited to, a collision of the at least two entities. The as-
sistance system 1 predicts the possible collision for a
future point in time, when the predicted trajectories of the
at least two entities intersect or at least sufficiently con-
verge at a specific location in the environment for the
future point in time. The specific location defines the po-
sition and thus a direction of occurrence of the predeter-
mined event. The time interval from the current point in
time to the predicted point in time is the time to collision
(time to event for arbitrary predicted events).
[0063] Although it is preferred to predict a position of
the collision, it is also possible to predict only a time and
a direction of the predicted event. Alternatively or addi-
tionally, a momentary positon of the entity that is predict-
ed to collide with the entity controlled by the assisted
person, and a corresponding relative direction of this po-
tentially colliding entity, is determined.
[0064] For simplicity of explanation, the following de-
scription of the invention will refer to a prediction of the
position only but it is evident that the same considerations

apply to a prediction of the direction instead.
[0065] Proceeding to step S4, the assistance system
1 determines at least one measure of uncertainty for at
least one of the estimated time to event, the estimated
position or direction of occurrence of the event or the
direction to the momentary position of an entity involved
in the event. Determining the measure of uncertainty may
comprise, for example, assigning a probability of occur-
rence to an entity’s state in a set of possible states. For
a traffic scenario, the state may be an event such as the
before mentioned collision between two entities in the
traffic environment. Thus, the measure of uncertainty
may describe a position uncertainty (spatial uncertainty)
concerning the position where the collision might occur.
The measure of uncertainty may describe a position un-
certainty of the direction to the momentary position of an
entity involved in the event.
[0066] Additionally or alternatively, the measure of un-
certainty may include an uncertainty in time (temporal
uncertainty) when the predicted event may occur in the
future.
[0067] Additionally or alternatively, the measure of un-
certainty may include a temporal uncertainty which is pro-
vided artificially. For example, the measure of uncertainty
may be adapted to increase the measure of uncertainty
for events that are predicted to occur within a short time
from now, e.g., have a short time to event although no
such uncertainty is caused by the determination of the
time to invent. This may increase safety as the assisted
person’s focus of attention is specifically drawn to those
events or event-causing entities that have a high priority
to be dealt with immediately.
[0068] The measure of uncertainty quantifies the reli-
ability for the location and/or time of the predetermined
event.
[0069] The determined measure of uncertainty may in-
clude applying at least one probability density function
to a continuous variable or a probability mass function to
discrete variable in time or space.
[0070] The assistance system 1 may then directly con-
tinue to step S5 and generate the control signal 8 for
driving the actuator device 6. The control signal 8 is con-
figured to cause the actuator device 6 to output a stimulus
signal 9. The stimulus signal 9 output by the actuator
device 6 is perceivable by the person using its perceptual
capabilities. The generated control signal 8 encodes the
relative direction of the predicted event with respect to
the assisted person or the predetermined entity and the
determined measure of uncertainty. Additionally or alter-
natively, the generated control signal 8 encodes the de-
termined time to event or the other entity associated with
the predicted event and the determined measure of un-
certainty assigned to the determined time to event. Al-
though it is generally possible to signal only the time to
invent or only the direction associated with the predicted
event, it is preferred to encode and subsequently output
both. Thus, in the following it is assumed that the control
signal 8 and the stimulus signal 9 signal information on
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the time to event as well as on the direction of the pre-
dicted event.
[0071] In step S6, the generated control signal 8, which
is supplied to the actuator device 6, causes the actuator
device 6 to output the stimulus signal 9. The stimulus
signal 9 is indicative of the relative direction and indicative
of the time to event for the at least one event. The stimulus
signal 9 is characterized by a plurality of parameters that
can be set independently to present different information.
[0072] The stimulus signal 9 may indicate a determined
direction to a predicted event by modulating a first pa-
rameter of the stimulus signal 9 and indicate the assigned
measure of uncertainty of the determined direction by
varying this first parameter depending on the determined
measure of uncertainty assigned to the determined di-
rection. The first parameter may be a location of a vibro-
tactile stimulation on the torso of the person, for example.
The location on the torso corresponds to a direction as-
sociated with the predicted event relative to the assisted
person. The measure of uncertainty may therefore result
in a vibro-tactile stimulation covering or varying over a
range (plurality) of locations.
[0073] The stimulus signal 9 may indicate a determined
time to event using a second parameter and indicate an
uncertainty of the estimated time to event by varying the
second parameter depending on the determined meas-
ure of uncertainty assigned to the time to event. For ex-
ample, the second parameter may be a pulse duration
of a pulsed vibro-tactile stimulation or an intensity. The
duration of the vibro-tactile stimulation (pulse width) on
the torso corresponds to a TTC and varies with an as-
signed uncertainty. The measure of uncertainty may
therefore result in a vibro-tactile stimulation over a time
period. Alternatively, the time to event, more precisely
the actual range of possible values of the time to event,
may simultaneously be encoded in an intensity range of
the stimulus signal 9. The stimulus signal 9 may convey
via the intensity of the stimulus perceived by the person,
an urgency of the predicted event to the assisted person.
By coupling the time to event with the stimulus signal
intensity, the stimulus signal communicates a saliency
of the predicted event to the assisted person.
[0074] For example, the time to event (information) is
modulated on a parameter (e.g. intensity) of the stimulus
signal. The stimulus signal can be interpreted as an in-
formation-carrying signal that communicates a saliency
of the predicted event to the assisted person.
[0075] An alternative embodiment of the assistance
system 1 comprises a further step S7. After completing
step S4 and having determined the measure of uncer-
tainty, this particular embodiment proceeds to step S7
and adapts the initially determined measure of uncertain-
ty. The determined measure of uncertainty may be adapt-
ed to provoke a specific effect on the assisted person.
The determined measure of uncertainty may be in-
creased in order to raise an awareness level of the as-
sisted person towards the possibility of events in certain
traffic scenarios or when a driver observation reveals that

the assisted person falls below a predefined awareness
level deemed necessary for executing a driving task in
cooperation with the assistance system 1. Adapting the
measure of uncertainty may include adding a predeter-
mined constant value to the determined measure of un-
certainty or multiplying the determine measure of uncer-
tainty with a predefined factor. The adaptation may be a
function of the actual value of the underlying parameter.
[0076] After adapting the measure of uncertainty in
step S7, this embodiment of the method proceeds to step
S5 of generating the control signal 8, now based on the
adapted measure of uncertainty. Using the adapted un-
certainty measure allows to feign an uncertainty so that
overreliance of the assisted person can be avoided. Gen-
erally, it is possible to adapt the measure of uncertainty
by increasing or by decreasing, e.g. depending on the
application context or intended effect. In most cases,
however, the intention is to avoid overreliance of the as-
sisted person and communication of a low precision of a
prediction result will motivate the assisted person to raise
its attention.
[0077] Fig. 3 provides a schematic overview of a par-
ticular actuator device 6 according to an embodiment.
[0078] The actuator device 6 is shown in a schematic
view. The depicted actuator device 6 is adapted to pro-
vide a stimulus signal 9 to the assisted person by one or
more of its actuator elements 6.i. The actuator elements
6.i of a particularly preferred embodiment are vibro-tactile
actuator elements 6.i. The invention is, however, not lim-
ited to this specific type of actuator elements 6.i or output
modality as will be discussed with more detail below.
[0079] Fig. 3 shows the plurality of actuator elements
6.i arranged in a closed loop arrangement around a torso
of the assisted person. The actuator elements 6.i may
accordingly indicate directions in an approximately hor-
izontal plane by emitting respective individual stimulus
signals commonly forming the stimulus signal 9. The ac-
tuator device 6 is therefore capable to emit stimulus sig-
nals 9 indicating a direction in a 2-dimensional (2D) space
(plane). In the embodiment of an actuator device 6, the
entire actuator device 6 comprises 16 actuator elements
6.1 to 6.16, which are arranged at the positions indicated
by numbers 1 to 16. Six positions FL (front left), FM (front
middle), FR (front right), BR (back right), BM (back mid-
dle) and BL (back left) are used to indicate locations or
directions of predicted events on the ego-vehicle’s lane,
the left neighboring lane and the right neighboring lane.
It can be seen in fig. 3 that the distances between actuator
elements 6.i indicating the left, middle and right direction
at the front side are smaller than on the backside. This
is caused by perception capabilities of the human body.
Obviously, the number of actuator elements 6.i is not
limited to 16 and in case that a higher resolution shall be
achieved, additional actuator elements may be provided.
In some embodiments of the invention, a smaller number
of actuator elements 6.i may suffice.
[0080] The depicted actuator device 6 is particularly
suited for applying the assistance system 1 in a dynamic
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environment such as a traffic environment including land
traffic such as vehicles, sea traffic such as ship navigation
or traffic on runways of an airport. Alternatively, the ac-
tuator elements 6.i may be arranged as an array of ac-
tuator elements 6.i in an, at least partially, spherical or
semi-spherical spatial arrangement, for example in an
inlay of a helmet. This arrangement is particularly useful
for application of the inventive assistance system 1 in a
3-dimensional (3D) environment (aerospace), for exam-
ple, a ground based air traffic control environment or for
assisting a person piloting an air vehicle such as a plane
or a spacecraft. The actuator device 6 may arrange the
plurality of actuator elements 6.i on a single base struc-
ture, for example, a belt for wearing around a waist on
the torso of the person assisted by the assistance system
1.
[0081] In an alternative embodiment, the plurality of
actuator elements 6.i is arranged around the torso of the
person attached to two or even more base structures.
For example, a first number of actuator elements 6.i may
be integrated with a seat belt of a vehicle. The second
number of actuator elements may be arranged integrally
with a seat of the vehicle. The first number of actuator
elements 6.i and the second number of actuator elements
6.i commonly constitute the plurality of actuator elements
6.i which cover the entire circumference of the torso of
the person.
[0082] The actuator device 6 further comprises elec-
tronic circuitry and electronic interfaces not explicitly
shown in fig. 3 but used to convert the control signal 8
into the plurality of individual drive signals for each of the
actuator elements 6.i. The interface receives the control
signal 8 transmitted from the user interface control circuit
5 and provides the control signal 8 to the electronic cir-
cuitry for a preprocessing. This preprocessing may com-
prise evaluating the received control signal 8 and gener-
ating the drive control signals for driving the individual
actuator elements 6.i.
[0083] The schematic shown in fig. 3 indicates a base
direction by a front vector 11. The electronic circuitry of
the actuator device 6 outputs the individual control sig-
nals in alignment with the direction information in the con-
trol signal 9 and thereby with the spatial orientation of
the environment as sensed by the sensor 2. The control
signal 8 received by the interface may accordingly in-
clude directional correction information based on which
the correction processing is performed. Thus, move-
ments of the assisted person relative to the environment
can be compensated in order to output the stimulus signal
9 with a correct spatial orientation to current orientation
of the assisted person.
[0084] The following discussion assumes that an ori-
entation of the assisted person coincides with a driving
direction of an ego-vehicle operated by the assisted per-
son.
[0085] The small illustration at the lower left of fig. 3
shows an example for communicating a specific scenario
in a dynamic environment to the assisted person. The

assisted person is depicted by a marker 12 in fig. 3. A
predicted first event is communicated by a vector 13. The
vector 13 represents a stimulation output by the actuator
element 6.16 at a position 16 of the actuator device 6.
The vector 13 indicates a predicted event in a frontal
direction (FM) of the assisted person and/or the entity
associated with the assisted person.
[0086] The assistance system 1, in particular the ac-
tuator device 6, communicates a predicted second event
at the rear left arc of the direction relative to the assisted
person. This second event is predicted with an assigned
measure of uncertainty concerning the direction of the
predicted second event. The measure of uncertainty of
the second event is communicated by the actuator device
6 by actuating the actuator elements 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and
6.11. The actuator device 6 thus indicates the second
event to possibly occur in a range of spatial uncertainty
between a first spatial border 14 and a second border
15. The range of spatial uncertainty defines a range of
directions in which the event is predicted to occur. The
term spatial uncertainty refers to an uncertainty about
one or multiple coordinates describing a location of the
event or an entity in the environment. These coordinates
may be a direction or an angle and a magnitude in a polar
coordinate system. The coordinates may also be axis
components in a Cartesian coordinate system. The ac-
tuator elements 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 communicate
the measure of spatial uncertainty assigned to the sec-
ond event to the assisted person using the actuator de-
vice 6. The individual stimuli output by the actuator ele-
ments 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 encode the measure of
uncertainty assigned to the second event in the specific
example included in fig. 3.
[0087] The actuator elements 6.i may be activated si-
multaneously or in turn. A subsequent actuation of neigh-
boring actuator elements 6.i may result in creating the
illusion of a moving stimulus within the boundaries that
are defined by the range of the measure of uncertainty.
[0088] Some example applications for the invention
are now described and partially refer to an implementa-
tion of the invention with a tactile interface but most of
the advantages are still present when using other inter-
face modalities.
[0089] For the assistance system 1, preferably the tac-
tile perception capability of the assisted person, for ex-
ample, driver, navigator, or skier is used for providing a
channel for stimulus signal transmission from the assist-
ance system 1 to the assisted person. Communication
is implemented using an array of tactile actuators (e.g.
vibro-tactile actuator elements 6,i), which is arranged
around the person’s torso and which is capable of simul-
taneously varying the perceived stimulus locations, fre-
quencies, and amplitudes (intensities). Using this tactile
interface, the direction towards a relevant event with a
TTE below a certain threshold corresponds to the loca-
tion of the driver’s torso, which is oriented towards this
direction. For each such direction, additionally, the TTE
may be encoded in the vibration frequency such that the
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vibration frequency approaches the assumed optimal ex-
citation frequency for human lamellar corpuscles with
shortening of the TTE. This provides the advantage of
coupling stimulus detectability with situation urgency.
Furthermore, encoding the TTE in the stimulus frequency
has a high potential for personalization because stimulus
amplitude and frequency range can be adapted to the
assisted person’s preferences and sensitivity. This fur-
ther reduces a risk of creating annoying or undetectable
signals from the assistance system 1 to the assisted per-
son.
[0090] To form the actuator device 6 as mentioned in
fig. 3, the actuator device 6 comprises a plurality of ac-
tuator elements 6.i, i =1, .., n with an integer n. The ele-
ments may be arranged attached to the person’s seat
belt and embedded in the area of the person’s seat that
is in contact with the person’s lower back. In the illustra-
tion of fig. 3, n=16. This arrangement has the advantage
that the person would not need to be bothered with putting
on additional equipment. Therefore, a probability of ac-
tual usage of the actuator device 6 is increased at loca-
tions, where seat belts are common or even a statutory
requirement.
[0091] Alternatively, the actuator device 6 can be em-
bedded in a belt, a jacket or another piece of clothing that
can be extended with an arrangement of tactile actuator
elements 6.i around the waist of the person wearing the
actuator device 6. To account for different body shapes,
the spatial arrangement (especially the distances be-
tween neighboring elements) and/or the control of the
actuator elements 6.i is adapted such that the perceived
signal location always corresponds to the desired loca-
tion with respect to the body.
[0092] Driving a car in an urban area can be a percep-
tually demanding task due to the large amount of traffic
participants, road signs, traffic lights, etc. that need to be
monitored in order to avoid accidents and regulation vi-
olations. In such cases it is not guaranteed that a driver
notices all safety relevant objects. The present invention
helps to draw a driver’s attention to an aspect of a traffic
situation that is about to be particularly relevant.
[0093] Fig. 4 shows an example describing the basic
principle of direction indication of a predicted event with-
out signaling an uncertainty. The stimulus signal 9 is gen-
erated using the actuator device 6 discussed with refer-
ence to fig.3. Fig. 4 presents a typical traffic scenario with
an ego-vehicle operated by the assisted person driving
on a center lane (ego lane) of a highway with three lanes.
The assisted person uses the actuator device 6 with 16
actuator elements 6.i as shown in fig. 3.
[0094] Circle 17 represents a vehicle driving on the
right lane in the same driving direction as the ego-vehicle,
but with a lower speed. This lower speed of the vehicle
17 results in a decreasing distance between the vehicle
17 and the ego-vehicle indicated by relative velocity vec-
tor 18 corresponding to a difference in velocity between
the ego-vehicle and the vehicle 17.
[0095] The assistance system 1 determines a time to

event, in this case a time to collision TTC for a potential
collision between the ego-vehicle and the vehicle 17.
When the TTC falls below a threshold, for example, below
9 seconds, the actuator device 6 is controlled to indicate
the predicted event. The user interface control circuit 5
generates the control signal 8, based on which the actu-
ator element 6.2 generates an individual stimulus signal
perceivable by the assisted person in the ego-vehicle.
[0096] Fig. 4 displays which of the actuator elements
6.i are assigned to which of the left lane, the ego lane,
the right lane, and to the front or to the back of the ego-
vehicle in order to operate according to an embodiment
of the assistance system 1.
[0097] The actuator elements 6.i at the rear of the ac-
tuator device 6 indicating different lanes are spaced fur-
ther apart than the actuator elements 6.i at the front of
the actuator device 6 indicating the same lanes. Exper-
iments showed that stimuli on the back side of a human
person are better to distinguish in case of vibro-tactile
actuator elements when they are spaced further apart.
The figure illustrates a possible arrangement of actuator
elements 6.i that are favorable according to such find-
ings.
[0098] Fig.5 shows the ego-vehicle driving on a road
with two lanes. A vehicle is approaching from the opposite
direction. The assistance system 1 predicts a possible
collision between the ego-vehicle and the vehicle. The
assistance system 1 provides an ambiguous estimate for
the location of the event on the basis of the obtained
information of the environment.
[0099] The assistance system 1 controls the actuator
device 6 in this traffic scenario such that the stimulus
signal 9 generates individual stimuli that travel over a
range displayed by the hatched area in fig. 5. In particular,
the stimulus signal 9 is generated by the actuator ele-
ments 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.1 of the actuator de-
vice 6. One activator element 6.i of the actuator elements
6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.1 is active at a time. The
one actuator element is deactivated or at least decreases
its activity as a neighboring activator element 6.i of the
actuator elements 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.1 is ac-
tivated. The sequence of activation of the activator ele-
ments 6.i is controlled such that an illusion of a moving
tactile stimulation on the body of the assisted person is
created.
[0100] The stimulus signal 9 may include an individual
center stimulus output by the center actuator element
6.15. The position of the center actuator element 6.15
may correspond to the predicted direction of the event.
Over time, the actuator elements 6.i generating individual
stimuli change. When the left border actuator element
6.13 is reached, the direction of change of actuator ele-
ments 6.i reverses. The actuator elements 6.13, 6.14,
6.15,... are then successively driven until the actuator
element 6.2 is reached. Then, the direction changes,
again. The entire range of involved actuator elements 6.i
may be symmetrical to the center actuator element 6.15.
Thus, an oscillation of the stimulus position is achieved,
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which communicates a measure of uncertainty for the
predicted direction of the event.
[0101] Alternatively, the change of the activated actu-
ator elements 6.i could be symmetrical, starting with the
center element 6.15, moving to the edge and then start
in the center again.
[0102] The described oscillation, which is illustrated on
the right side of fig. 5, continues until the calculated TTC
exceeds an upper threshold value and the actuator de-
vice 6 stops emitting the stimulus signal 9. Alternatively,
a more reliable estimate for the direction may become
available and the range of the entire stimulus signal 9
(number of involved actuator elements 6.i) is reduced
accordingly. If a confidence value for a direction or loca-
tion of the predicted event exceeds a predetermined
threshold, signaling an uncertainty may be stopped and
only an individual stimulus of one actuator element 6.i is
generated. The one actuator element 6.i may for example
be the locator element 6.16 arranged towards a front di-
rection of the ego-vehicle.
[0103] The predetermined threshold may be set when
designing the system or be adjustable according to user
preferences.
[0104] Fig. 6 displays some options for encoding a
measure of uncertainty in the stimulus signal 9 in a traffic
environment according to an embodiment.
[0105] According to option A, the stimulus signal 9 in-
cludes an equal signal intensity for each actuator element
6.i within the range of spatial uncertainty.
[0106] According to option B, the stimulus signal 9 in-
cludes further information on an underlying probability
density function or probability mass function in the signal
intensity for each of the actuator elements 6.i within the
range of spatial uncertainty. Alternatively, the stimulus
signal 9 may include further information on an underlying
probability density function or probability mass function
in the signal duration for each of the actuator elements
6.i within the range of spatial uncertainty. The probability
density function defines a specific measure of uncertainty
assigned to an estimated direction of a particular event.
This information can be encoded in the stimulus signal
9 along the angular width of the uncertainty range. A pa-
rameter of the stimulus generated by the respective ac-
tuator element 6.i, for example, the duration of stimulation
at particular location may correspond to the probability
of the event for the corresponding direction. Alternatively,
an intensity value of the output stimulus, is controlled
according the corresponding location in the probability
density function.
[0107] Option B may include generating the stimulus
signal 9 such that a peak value of the probability density
function is scaled to the TTE communicated via the in-
tensity value.
[0108] Alternatively, a surface underlying the probabil-
ity density function is determined to be proportional to
the TTE value of the event.
[0109] Option C depicts generating the stimulus signal
9 such that the current stimulus is emitted by an actuator

element 6.i and a next stimulus in time is output by one
of the neighboring, in particular the immediately neigh-
boring, actuator element 6.i. The stimulus signal 9 output
according to option C creates the perception that the stim-
ulus moves along the interfacing area between the torso
(body) of the assisted person and the actuator device 6.
Option C generates a stimulus signal 9 with an oscillating
type of movement of a stimulus along the range of un-
certainty defined by the uncertainty measure and corre-
sponds to the embodiment of fig. 5.
[0110] The stimulus signal according to option C may
even be combined with the stimulus signal 9 being coded
using either of options A or B.
[0111] In order to illustrate possible scenarios where
the invention may be applied, two traffic situations shall
briefly be discussed with reference to figs. 7 and 8. These
examples explain some details of the communication of
predicted events. The assistance system 1 determines
for an entity moving in the dynamic environment, whether
the entity is on a potential collision path with the other
entities and if so, from which direction relative to the entity
these collisions are to be expected. For each of these
directions, a time to event (TTE) is estimated and, op-
tionally, conditional on the determined TTE falling below
a predetermined threshold, a stimulus signal with a sali-
ency that is modulated by the respectively estimated TTE
is communicated to the assisted person associated with
the moving entity.
[0112] The communicated stimulus signal 9 provides
a saliency representing a function of a calculated time to
event for a predicted event. A low TTE indicates a near
oncoming predicted event, which means that the corre-
sponding saliency of the stimulus signal 9 should be per-
ceived as being higher than a saliency for the same type
of event predicted associated with a calculated higher
TTE. The TTE communication provides the effect of en-
hancing a human’s perception on surrounding potential
dangers and risks and their relative urgencies in the dy-
namic environment. Accordingly, a short overview on key
capabilities of the assistance system and its specific hu-
man machine interface are provided with reference to
figs. 7 and 8.
[0113] Figure 7 shows a first traffic situation in the dy-
namic traffic environment. In the first situation, the ego-
vehicle operated by the assisted person approaches a
vehicle A traveling along the same lane (ego lane) and
in the same direction. A velocity of the ego-vehicle ex-
ceeds a velocity vA of the vehicle A. Another vehicle B
approaches the ego-vehicle from the rear. Vehicle B trav-
els on the same lane as and with a greater velocity vB
than the ego-vehicle.
[0114] The assistance system 1 defines as a first event
of interest a collision between the ego-vehicle on the one
hand and the vehicle A on the other hand. The assistant
system 1 calculates for this collision between the ego-
vehicle and the vehicle A a time to event TTE which cor-
responds to a time to collision TTCA. The assistance sys-
tem 1 determines as a second event of interest a further
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collision between the ego-vehicle and the vehicle B. The
assistance system 1 calculates for this second collision
between the ego-vehicle and the vehicle B a time to event
TTE which corresponds to a time to collision TTCB.
[0115] The actuator device 6 notifies the assisted per-
son by outputting a vibration by the actuator element
6.16, and simultaneously by another actuator element
6.8 . A respective strength of a vibration of the actuator
elements 6.16 and 6.8 corresponds to the respective
TTCA or TTCB.
[0116] Fig. 8 shows a second example for applying an
assistance system in a traffic scenario.
[0117] The scenario in fig. 8 differs from the scenario
depicted in fig. 7 insofar that the vehicle B drives on the
left lane instead of the ego lane with a velocity vB that is
greater than the velocity vego. The assistance system 1
therefor predicts, contrary to the scenario shown in fig.
7, no event to occur in a direction directly opposite to a
driving direction of the ego-vehicle.
[0118] Taking the functionality of the assistance sys-
tem and its user interface as discussed with reference to
fig. 7 into account, the actuator device 6 would output a
stimulus signal 9 to the assisted person driving the ego-
vehicle, wherein the stimulus signal 9 includes an actu-
ator element 6.16 arranged at the front of the person
generating a stimulus. The person would thus be alerted
alone to the potential collision event predicted in a front
direction (driving direction) of the ego-vehicle.
[0119] Nevertheless, analyzing the traffic scenario de-
picted in fig. 8 in more detail reveals, that there remains
a potential risk, that the assisted person operating the
ego-vehicle will consider to overtake the preceding ve-
hicle A, since the current velocity vego is larger than the
velocity vA. In order to overtake vehicle A, the ego-vehicle
will have to change from its current lane (ego lane) to the
left lane. In case the ego-vehicle changes to the left lane,
vehicle A, which is approaching from the rear of the ego-
vehicle on the left lane, poses a potential threat. In terms
of the assistance system 1 and assuming the ego-vehicle
will proceed on the left lane in the near future, a collision
between the ego-vehicle and vehicle B is to be predicted
with a certain probability of occurrence. In order to assist
the person driving the ego-vehicle, the assistance system
1 may inform the person about the possible dangers ap-
proaching from behind on the left lane, although the ego-
vehicle is currently on the right lane.
[0120] Additionally or alternatively, the assistance sys-
tem 1 may determine if a relevance criterion is met and
only in case that he relevance criterion is met, the com-
munication of the second collision event is performed.
The relevance criterion may, for example, be that a cal-
culated TTE for the first collision event is below a prede-
fined threshold value. In this case, the person driving the
ego-vehicle might indeed consider with a high probability
to change from the ego lane to the left lane.
[0121] A magnitude of the stimulus signal 9 for signal-
ing the second collision event can be based on the TTE
of the augmented (fictional) position 20 of the ego-vehicle

on the left lane. The magnitude of the stimulus signal 9
for signaling the second collision event is calculated to
correspond to the time from a current time to an estimated
time until the second collision would occur if the ego-
vehicle would drive on the left lane at the position 20.
[0122] Fig. 9 provides an example for applying an as-
sistance system 1 according to an embodiment of the
invention in an exemplary traffic scenario. Figure 9 illus-
trates a traffic scenario as an example for a rapidly chang-
ing dynamic environment, in which the future behavior
of one object can be predicted only with a certain degree
of uncertainty. In particular, the reliability of the prediction
by a driver assistance system 1 in the ego-vehicle con-
cerning a vehicle 23 approaching the ego-vehicle from
behind on the same lane can only be predicted with a
high degree of uncertainty. The driver of the vehicle 23
has either the option to remain on the right lane on which
he is currently travelling and to decrease the velocity to
the velocity of the ego-vehicle or to change from the right
lane to the left lane. This second option of changing the
lane would offer the advantage that the vehicle 23 may
continue to drive with its current velocity and does not
need to slow down and therefore sacrifice speed by brak-
ing. Calculated probabilities of both options depend, for
example, on how the vehicles 21, 22 with their respective
vehicle velocities are perceived by the ego-vehicle and
the vehicles 21, 22 and their respective drivers and/as-
sistance systems.
[0123] Figure 9 displays a traffic situation and three
different ways how the inventive assistance system 1
may communicate the prediction on future evolvement
of the traffic scenario apparently involving a high degree
of uncertainty.
[0124] In an option A), a case is depicted in which the
spatial uncertainty is communicated to the assisted per-
son by simultaneously signaling the whole range of pos-
sible directions of a possible collision of the ego-vehicle
with the vehicle 23 simultaneously with a stimulus am-
plitude. For a visual interface, the depicted picture shown
in option A) in fig. 9 may be presented on a display screen.
In case of an auditory or haptic actuator device 6, the
range of communicated directions for the collision event
with the vehicle 23 is based on the determined measure
of spatial uncertainty.
[0125] Option B) shows an alternative case, in which
the directions for the potential collision event between
the ego-vehicle and vehicle 23 and the assigned meas-
ure of spatial uncertainty are communicated sequentially
by a stimulus signal 9 including a stimulus which appears
to oscillate between boundaries of a spatial uncertainty
range defined by the measure of spatial uncertainty as-
signed to the collision event.
[0126] Option C) shows yet another alternative, which
might be understood as an extension or special case of
option A). In addition to simultaneously communicating
the potential directions of the predicted collision event
according to option A), the stimulus signal 9 communi-
cates respective levels of probabilities for all potential
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directions in the spatial uncertainty range by encoding
the respective probabilities in the stimulus amplitudes of
the stimulus signal 9. The stimulus signal 9 may therefore
be said to encode a probability distribution for the poten-
tial future location of a target state deviation causing en-
tity.
[0127] Option C) may be interpreted as a particular
case of option B). In option C), the depicted size graph
represents a stimulus duration that is indicative of the
probability mass or the probability density associated
with the corresponding direction.
[0128] The situations described so far all refer to a traf-
fic environment involving vehicles such as cars, motor-
cycles, etc., and the entities involved are all vehicles. The
invention may also be applied in other scenarios.
[0129] When navigating a boat or ship, an area below
the water surface is often not clearly visible and even in
case it is visible it is often difficult to visually determine
the exact location and distance to submerged objects for
a person situated above the water surface. With the
present invention, a person navigating on the surface
can be informed about a direction of a potential danger
and a measure of spatio-temporal uncertainty can be as-
signed to the danger.
[0130] At a same time, obtaining information on the
environment of the ship, for example, on the underwater
environment using a sonar may include high measure-
ment uncertainties due to temperature variations or dif-
fering salinity of the medium water.
[0131] Watercraft as well as other objects in rivers,
lakes and oceans are furthermore often subject to drift
and current, which makes frequent adjustments neces-
sary to maintain a course and provides for an unstable
sensor platform. Especially in coastal regions, the space
in which a watercraft can move is often very limited by
the underwater topography. Having a sense of the direc-
tions in which collisions are to be expected, given the
present trajectory and speed, should facilitate navigation
in such challenging environments. Collision risk with
reefs and submerged objects could be reduced. In par-
ticular, providing the navigator on the ship with immediate
information on a measure of spatio-temporal uncertainty
associated with a respective time to event for the potential
collision event or the direction to the potential event is
beneficial for adapting the control of the ship not only
according to a predicted and potentially dangerous event,
but also to take account of the uncertainty of the predicted
event.
[0132] One might argue that in such cases providing
information about the absolute distance towards objects
would be sufficient. However, for instance, in narrow pas-
sages, the navigator of a ship would constantly be alerted
about nearby obstacles on the sides even if the course
of the ship would make a collision very unlikely. A signal
that communicates the predicted time to event for the
predicted collision event would be less annoying, more
relevant and naturally appropriate with respect to speed,
predicted trajectory, and, important in the context of

present invention, a measure for a reliability of the com-
municated values in the stimulus signal 9. The commu-
nicated measure of uncertainty provides the person nav-
igating the ship with an intuitively to understand informa-
tion with corresponding advantages as discussed in the
embodiment discussed using a road traffic scenario. The
navigator of the ship would receive no stimulus signal 9
when moving the ship on a straight path through a straight
water channel. A bend in the water channel further ahead
would be indicated by a stimulation based on a stimulus
signal 9 with increasing saliency as the bend is ap-
proached by the ship and a decrease in signal saliency
as well as change in location when the appropriate turn-
ing maneuver is eventually performed. If the detected
bent ahead of the ship is predicted with a high uncertainty
measure, for example, due to a radar detection proba-
bility being rather poor due to rain or snow, the navigator
may reduce the velocity of the ship in order to have
enough time to initiate a turning maneuver at the correct
moment.
[0133] Assuming the ship is subject to a current from
the side, the navigator would sometimes receive stimu-
lations from the side in response to lateral acceleration
towards the shallow area. Changing the course in re-
sponse results in a direct feedback by a decreasing signal
saliency when the correct maneuver is applied and an
increasing saliency when steering in the wrong direction.
[0134] Thus, with a directional and/or TTE-encoding
signal further a communicating measure of spatio-tem-
poral uncertainty of the provided values for direction
and/or TTE, collisions at high traveling speed could be
avoided more easily and slow and controlled maneuver-
ing in difficult environments would be facilitated.
[0135] The invention is also useful in situations where
no vehicles at all are involved. For example, ski slopes
are dangerous terrain. The direction of travel is mostly
downhill but variations in individual course, speeds, skills
and blood alcohol levels of skiers make constant moni-
toring of one’s surroundings and the ability to react quick-
ly crucial for a safe and enjoyable experience. A device
that can support skiers and snowboarders by providing
information about the direction and urgency of collision
risks as well as respective measures of spatio-temporal
uncertainty could improve safety on ski slopes.
[0136] In this scenario, a signal that communicates the
TTE with its associated measure of uncertainty has some
advantages:
A nearby skier whose trajectory does not spatiotempo-
rally intersect with the own trajectory of the assisted per-
son is not immediately safety-relevant. People who are
skiing together in relatively close proximity might actually
be annoyed by a signal that communicates the spatial
distance. Furthermore, in more crowded scenarios con-
stant simultaneous vibrations communicating the spatial
distance to objects in multiple directions could confuse
people and mask signals that are actually relevant, for
instance, information about a fast approach of someone
who lost control after catching an iced edge in the ground.
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In particular, not only receiving information on a direction
of potentially risky events, but also being provided with
a measure of uncertainty for the direction or a time to
event of a predicted collision may be advantageous in
the highly dynamic environment on a ski slope. Commu-
nicating the uncertainty of direction in an intuitively un-
derstandable manner simultaneously with the direction
of a predicted collision enables the skier to focus his at-
tention early on a rather wide area in his environment or
to a specific direction from where the possibly colliding
object is predicted. This will facilitate an early and ade-
quate reaction of the skier, whose recognition capabilities
are often affected by wearing a helmet, ski googles and
who is essentially blind towards his rear.
[0137] In contrast to the vehicle scenarios in a road
traffic environment described above, the skiing/snow-
boarding scenario puts rather strong constraints on the
installation of required sensors and processing units.
One possible alternative to wearable sensors could be
an external monitoring of the slope and the locations and
velocities of people. Warning signals could then be com-
puted by a processor of a server belonging to the infra-
structure of a ski resort and sent to the personal devices
worn by skiers on the slopes. The personal devices each
include communication interfaces for linking with the in-
frastructure and the user interface circuit 5 as well as the
actuator device 6.
[0138] The assistance system 1 may be advanta-
geously employed in a system or device for searching a
person, for example, buried in an avalanche or in col-
lapsed building. The assistance system 1 may guide a
rescue team member towards a victim having an ava-
lanche beacon device. The predicted event in this em-
bodiment is the successful location and excavating of the
victim by the assisted person. The assistance system 1
is configured to communicate exclusively an estimated
direction and not an time to event to the assisted search
and rescue team member, which is the assisted person
in this example. Wireless signals emitted from the ava-
lanche beacon enable the assistance system 1 to esti-
mate a coarse direction towards the buried victim. The
measure of uncertainty determined for the estimated di-
rection is communicated to the assisted person in com-
bination with the estimated direction. This may be per-
formed by communicating a stimulus signal with a direc-
tion range corresponding to the determined measure of
uncertainty.
[0139] Thus, the assisted person is enabled to employ,
for example, further members of a search and rescue
party efficiently by forming a search line, which covers
the indicated directional range in which the buried person
is located. In particular, in scenarios with multiple buried
victims, and when time to locate and successfully exca-
vate victims with only limited time and resources are
available, the invention shows its advantages.
[0140] Alternatively or additionally, the assistance sys-
tem 1 may also be configured to communicate a measure
of uncertainty to a time to event and/or a location, wherein

the communicated measure of uncertainty is configured
to ensure a predetermined probability for the communi-
cated location or time to event being correct.
[0141] In the specific cases illustrated here, the com-
municated direction information of an event may be lim-
ited to two spatial dimensions in a way such that a driver,
navigator, or skier may be informed about where an ob-
ject is horizontally with respect to the own vehicle or the
person itself but not at which altitude the object is located
or how tall it is.

Claims

1. Method for assisting a person in assessing a dynam-
ic environment, comprising the steps of:

- obtaining information (S1) on states of at least
two entities in a common environment;
- predicting a future behavior (S2) of each of the
entities on the basis of the obtained information;
- estimating a time to event (S3) for at least one
predetermined type of event involving the at
least two entities (A, B, ego) and/or a position
or direction of occurrence of the event relative
to the person or relative to a predetermined en-
tity (ego) associated with the person;
- determining at least one measure of uncertain-
ty (S4) for at least one of the estimated time to
event or the estimated position or direction of
occurrence;
- generating a control signal (8) (S5) for driving
an actuator device (6), the control signal (8)
causing the actuator device (6) to output a stim-
ulus signal (9) being perceivable by the person,

wherein the generated control signal (8) encodes a
relative direction of the predicted event with respect
to the person or the predetermined entity (ego)
and/or the time to event and further the at least one
determined measure of uncertainty, and
wherein the output stimulus signal (9) is indicative
of the relative direction and/or indicative of the time
to event, and at least one parameter of the stimulus
signal (9) encodes the at least one measure of un-
certainty.

2. Method for assisting a person according to claim 1,
wherein
the measure of uncertainty (S4) is determined on the
basis of an uncertainty in obtaining the information
on the states of the at least two entities (A, B, ego).

3. Method for assisting a person according to claim 2,
wherein
the uncertainty in obtaining the information regards
at least one of sensor resolution, sensor noise, sen-
sor failure, and sensor ambiguity.
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4. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein
the measure of uncertainty (S4) is determined on the
basis of an uncertainty in models used for predicting
the future behavior;

5. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, further comprising
an adaptation of the determined measure of uncer-
tainty (S7) taking into regard the predicted behavior
or the at least two entities and/or an awareness level
of the assisted person acting in the actual dynamic
environment and generating the control signal on the
basis of the adapted measure of uncertainty.

6. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein
the measure of uncertainty defines a spatial uncer-
tainty.

7. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein
the actuator device (6) outputs the stimulus signal
(9) signaling a plurality of relative directions simulta-
neously, the plurality of relative directions including
the relative direction of the predicted event and
neighboring directions.

8. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein
the actuator device (6) outputs the stimulus signal
(9) signaling a plurality of relative directions time se-
quentially, the plurality of relative directions including
the relative direction of the predicted event and
neighboring directions.

9. Method for assisting a person according to claim 7
or 8, wherein
the actuator device (6) outputs the stimulus signal
(9) for the plurality of relative directions and modu-
lates a parameter of the stimulus signal for each of
the plurality of relative directions on the basis of a
probability for the predicted event occurring in the
respective relative direction.

10. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein
the measure of uncertainty defines a temporal un-
certainty of the time to event.

11. Method for assisting a person according to claim 10,
wherein
the actuator device (6) outputs the stimulus signal
with modulating a stimulus signal frequency accord-
ing to the time to event and modulates a stimulus
intensity according to a probability for the time to
event.

12. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein
the stimulus signal (9) causes a perceivable stimu-
lation of the person at a dedicated location of the
person’s body to encode the relative direction and
simultaneously one or more further parameters of
the stimulus signal are adapted to encode the time
to event and the measure of uncertainty.

13. Method for assisting a person according to one of
the preceding claims, wherein the stimulus signal (9)
is at least one of
an auditory stimulus signal of sound generated at a
location representative for the relative direction,
a visual signal consisting of a visual stimulus gener-
ated at a location representative for the relative di-
rection,
an electromagnetic stimulus signal interacting with
the person’s nervous system or body parts, the elec-
tromagnetic signal being applied to the person such
that it stimulates at a location of the body represent-
ative for the relative direction,
a chemical stimulus signal which is applied to the
person such that it stimulates at a location of the
body representative for the relative direction,
a heat stimulus signal which is applied to the person
at a dedicated location of the person’s body to en-
code the relative direction, and
a mechanical stimulus signal that is applied to the
person such that it stimulates at a location of the
body representative for the relative direction.

14. System for assisting a person in assessing a dynam-
ic environment, the system comprising:

- a state information obtaining unit (3) for obtain-
ing information on states of at least two entities
(A, B, ego) in a common environment;
- a processor (4) for predicting a future behavior
of each of the entities (A, B, ego) based on the
obtained information and for estimating a time
to event for at least one predetermined type of
event involving the at least two entities (A, B,
ego) and/or a position of occurrence of the event
relative to the person or relative to a predeter-
mined entity (ego) associated with the person,

wherein the processor (4) is further configured to de-
termine at least one measure of uncertainty for at
least one of the estimated time to event and the es-
timated position of occurrence;

- a signal generator (5) for generating a control
signal (8),

wherein the control signal (8) is configured to drive
an actuator device (6), the control signal causing the
actuator device (6) to output a stimulus signal (9)
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perceivable by the person by its perceptual capabil-
ities, and
wherein the generated control signal (8) encodes a
relative direction of the predicted event with respect
to the person or the predetermined entity (ego)
and/or the time to event and further the at least one
determined measure of uncertainty,
wherein the output stimulus signal (9) is indicative
of the relative direction and/or indicative of the time
to event, and at least one parameter of the stimulus
signal (9) encodes the at least on measure of uncer-
tainty.

15. System for assisting a person according to claim 14,
further comprising the actuator device (6),
wherein the actuator device (6) comprises a plurality
of actuator elements (6.i) of at least one of the fol-
lowing types: vibro-tactile actuator, pressure-apply-
ing actuator, loudspeaker, light emitter, electrode,
induction coil, chemical emitter/agent, and heating
element, and
the plurality of actuator elements (6.i) is arranged as
an actuator array.
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